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Given an initial-boundary value problem for an anti-de Sitter-like spacetime, we anal-
yse conditions on the conformal boundary ensuring the existence of Killing vectors in the
spacetime arising from this problem. This analysis makes use of a system of conformal wave
equations describing the propagation of the Killing equation first considered by Paetz. We
identify an obstruction tensor constructed from Killing vector candidate and the Cotton ten-
sor of the conformal boundary whose vanishing is a necessary condition for the existence of
Killing vectors in the spacetime. This obstruction tensor vanishes if the conformal boundary
is conformally flat.
1 Introduction
Anti-de Sitter-like spacetimes are solutions to the Einstein field equations with negative Cos-
mological constant having a global structure similar to that of the anti-de Sitter spacetime. In
particular, they can be conformally extended in such a way that the resulting conformal boundary
is a timelike hypersurface of the conformal extension. Members of this class of solutions to the
Einstein field equations constitute prime examples of spacetimes which are not globally hyper-
bolic. Accordingly, initial data is not enough to reconstruct one of these solutions to the Einstein
field equations —one also needs to prescribe some suitable data at the conformal boundary. The
construction of anti-de Sitter spacetimes by means of a initial-boundary value problem has been
analysed in [6] where a large family of maximally dissipative boundary conditions involving in-
coming and outgoing components of the Weyl tensor have been identified. In this respect, anti-de
Sitter spacetimes provide a convenient setting to study initial-boundary value problems for the
Einstein equations as the conformal boundary is a hypersurface with a rich structure —despite
the use of the conformal Einstein field equations, the formulation of the initial-boundary value
problem for anti-de Sitter-like spacetimes as given in [6] is considerably simpler than the analysis
of the general initial-boundary value problem for the Einstein field equations as given in e.g. [8].
In particular, the anti-de Sitter construction allows to establish geometric uniqueness while the
analysis in [8] leaves unanswered this question —see [7] for a further discussion on this important
issue.
The problem of encoding (continuous) symmetries of a spacetime at the level of initial data is
an important classical problem in Relativity —see e.g. [12]. A modern presentation of this issue
and the related theory can be found in [3, 1]. The key outcome of this theory is the so-called
set of Killing initial data equations, a system of overdetermined equations for a scalar field and
a spatial vector on a spacelike hypersurface —corresponding, respectively, to the lapse and shift




If these Killing equations admit a solution, a so-called Killing initial data set (KID), then the
development of the initial data will have a Killing vector. The theory of KID for the Cauchy
problem for the Einstein field equations can be also adapted to other settings like the (finite and
asymptotic ) characteristic initial value problem [4, 13] and, more relevant for the purposes of
the present article, to the asymptotic initial value problem for the de Sitter-like spacetimes [15]
—i.e. solutions to the vacuum Einstein field equations with positive Cosmological constant.
Main results of the present article
The purpose of the present article is to construct a theory of Killing initial and boundary data
in the setting of anti-de Sitter-like spacetimes. Given the nature of the problem, we perform the
analysis in a conformal setting —that is, we work with a suitable (unphysical) conformal repre-
sentation of the spacetime rather than with the physical spacetime itself. As these spacetimes
are not globally hyperbolic, in addition to satisfying the KID equations on some initial hypersur-
face, one also needs to prescribe some Killing boundary data (KBD) to ensure the existence of a
Killing vector in the spacetime. The use of a conformal setting allows to perform the analysis of
the boundary conditions for the Killing equations by means of local (differential geometric) com-
putations. The Killing boundary data restricts, in turn, the structure of the conformal boundary.
In addition, the Killing initial and boundary data have to satisfy some compatibility conditions
at the corner where the initial hypersurface and the conformal boundary meet.
Our strategy to identify the Killing boundary data is to make use of a system of conformal wave
equations describing the propagation of the Killing vector equation first discussed by Paetz in [15]
—the Killing equation conformal propagation system, see Lemma 3, equations (8a)-(8e). If this
system has the trivial (vanishing) solution then a suitably constructed Killing vector candidate is,
in fact, a Killing vector of the spacetime. Accordingly, one is naturally lead to consider an initial-
boundary value problem with both vanishing initial data and Dirichlet boundary data for the
Killing equation conformal propagation system. While the vanishing initial data naturally leads
to a conformal version of the Killing initial data equations, the vanishing Dirichlet boundary data
give the Killing boundary data conditions —see equations (21a)-(21g). A detailed formulation of
this result is given in Proposition 5. The conditions obtained by this approach are, in first instance,
restrictions on spacetime tensors. In a second step we analyse the interdependencies between these
conditions and express them in terms of objects which are intrinsic to the conformal boundary
—a so-called reduced Killing boundary equations, equations (22a)-(22e). A key ingredient in
this analysis is given by the constraint equations, (12a)-(12j), implied by the conformal Einstein
equations on the timelike conformal boundary.
The analysis of the reduced Killing boundary equations shows that a necessary condition for
the existence of a Killing vector in the anti-de Sitter-like spacetime is the existence of a conformal
Killing vector in the conformal boundary —see equation (22c) in the main text. In order to
obtain further insight into the content of the reduced Killing boundary equations we analyse the
conditions under which it is possible to ensure the existence of such conformal Killing vector in
terms of assumptions on the conformal boundary and initial data at the corner. To this end, we
mimic the analysis on the spacetime and consider a conformal Killing equation propagation system
intrinsic to the boundary —see the equations in Lemma 6. This systems allows the identification
of an obstruction tensor Oab, constructed from an intrinsic conformal Killing vector candidate
and the Cotton tensor of the conformal boundary, whose vanishing ensures the existence of the
required intrinsic conformal Killing vector —see equation (25). In particular, if the conformal
boundary is conformally flat (as in the case, for example, of the Kerr-anti de Sitter spacetime)
then the obstruction tensor vanishes. The existence of the conformal Killing vector intrinsic
to the conformal boundary is formulated in Proposition 6. Finally, our main result concerning
the existence of Killing vectors in the development of an initial-boundary value problem for the
conformal Einstein equations is given in Theorem 1
An important property of the analysis described in the previous paragraphs which follows from
working in an unphysical (i.e. conformally rescaled) spacetime is that the boundary conditions
(both at a spacetime and intrinsic level) required for the existence of a Killing vector in the
physical spacetime are conformally invariant. Thus, the analysis is independent of the conformal
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representation one is working with.
An alternative approach to the analysis of continuous symmetries in anti-de Sitter-like space-
times has been started in [9, 10]. In this work, the objective is to encode the existence of Killing
vector solely through conditions on the conformal boundary —in the spirit of the principle of
holography. The required analysis, thus, leads to the study of ill-posed initial value problems for
wave equations which requires the use of methods of the theory of unique continuation. Accord-
ingly, their analysis should lead to an infinite hierarchy of conditions on the conformal boundary
while the discussion in the present work requires, roughly speaking, the first conditions on the
hierarchy. The trade off is that our analysis also requires a solution to the KID equation on
a spacelike hypersurface and compatibility conditions between the Killing initial and boundary
data.
Conventions
Through out, the term spacetime will be used to denote a 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifold
which not necessarily satisfies the Einstein field equations. Moreover, (M̃, g̃ab) will denote a
vacuum spacetime satisfying the Einstein equations with anti de Sitter-like cosmological constant
λ. The signature of the metric in this article will be (−,+,+,+). It follows that λ < 0. The
lowercase Latin letters a, b, c, . . . are used as abstract spacetime tensor indices while the indices
i, j, k, . . . are abstract indices on the tensor bundle of hypersurfaces of M̃. The Greek letters
µ, ν, λ, . . . will be used as spacetime coordinate indices while α, β, γ, . . . will serve as spatial
coordinate indices.
Our conventions for the curvature are
∇c∇dua −∇d∇cua = Rabcdub.
2 The metric conformal Einstein field equations
Throughout all this work we will make use of the Einstein equations on a conformal setting;
therefore, in this section the properties of this representation will be presented.
Let (M̃, g̃ab) a 4-dimensional spacetime satisfying the vacuum Einstein field equations
R̃ab = λg̃ab, (1)
where R̃ab is the Ricci tensor associated to the metric g̃ab and λ the so-called cosmological
constant. Now, consider a conformal embedding consider a spacetime (M, gab) which is related




ϕ7→ gab ≡ Ξ2
(
ϕ−1)∗g̃ab, Ξ|ϕ(M̃) > 0.
Slightly abusing of the notation we write
gab = Ξ
2g̃ab, (2)
where the conformal factor Ξ is a non-negative scalar function. The set of points ofM for which
Ξ vanishes will be called the conformal boundary. We use the notation I to denote the parts of
the conformal boundary which are an hypersurface of M.
2.1 Basic properties
In what follows, let ∇a denote the Levi-Civita connection of the metric gab. Let Rabcd, Rab,
R and Cabcd denote, respectively, the corresponding Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor, Ricci scalar
and (conformally invariant) Weyl tensor. In a conformal context it is customary to introduce


















RΞ, dabcd ≡ Ξ−1Cabcd,
where the former is the so-called Friedrich scalar and the latter is the rescaled Weyl tensor.
In terms of the objects defined above, and under a conformal transformation, the Einstein
equations (1) imply a system of differential equations known as the metric vacuum conformal
Einstein field equations, given by:
∇a∇bΞ = −ΞLab + sgab, (3a)
∇as = −Lac∇cΞ, (3b)
∇aLbc −∇bLac = ∇eΞdecab, (3c)
∇edecab = 0, (3d)
λ = 6Ξs− 3∇cΞ∇cΞ. (3e)
A detailed derivation of this system for the general case of a non-zero matter component can be
found in [16].
Remark 1. Expressions (3a)-(3d) are differential equations for the fields Ξ, s, Lab and d
a
bcd,
while equation (3e) will be regarded as a constraint. As shown in Lemma 8.1 in [16], if (3a) and
(3b) are satisfied, (3e) will automatically do so as long as it holds at a single point.
By a solution to the metric conformal Einstein field equations it is understood a collection
(gab,Ξ, s, Lab, d
a
bcd)
satisfying equations (3a)-(3e). If g̃ab is a solution to the Einstein equations (1) and it is conformally
related to gab, then the latter is a solution to the conformal Einstein field equations. The converse
of this statement is given as follows:
Proposition 1. Let (gab,Ξ, s, Lab, d
a
bcd) denote a solution to the metric conformal Einstein field
equations (3a)-(3d) such that Ξ 6= 0 on an open set U ⊂ M. If, in addition, equation (3e) is
satisfied at a point p ∈ U , then the metric
g̃ab = Ξ
−2gab
is a solution to the Einstein field equations (1) on U .
A proof of this proposition is given in [16] —see Proposition 8.1 in that reference.
The causal character of the conformal boundary I is determined by the sign of the Cosmo-
logical constant. As this will be of key importance in the forthcoming sections, we make this
more precise:
Proposition 2. Suppose that the Friedrich scalar s is finite at I . Then I is a null, spacelike
or timelike hypersurface of M, respectively, depending on whether λ = 0, λ > 0 or λ < 0.
Proof. This result follows directly from evaluating equation (3e) at I and recalling that ∇aΞ is
normal to this hypersurface.
2.2 Wave equations for the conformal fields
In [14] it has been shown how the conformal Einstein field equations (3a)-(3d) imply a system of
geometric wave equations for the components of the fields (Ξ, s, Lab, d
a
bcd). Such system takes
the form:
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Proposition 3. Any solution (Ξ, s, Lab, d
a
bcd) to the vacuum conformal Einstein field equations
(3a)-(3d) satisfies the equations





















3 Killing vectors in the conformal setting
In this section we briefly review the theory of Killing vectors from a conformal point of view. Our
presentation follows that of [15].
3.1 Conformal properties of the Killing vector equation
We begin by recalling the relation between Killing vectors in the physical spacetime (M̃, g̃ab) and
conformal Killing vectors in the unphysical spacetime (M, gab):
Lemma 1. A vector field ξ̃a is a Killing vector field of (M̃, g̃ab), that is
∇̃aξ̃b + ∇̃bξ̃a = 0,










The proof of this result can be found in [15].
Remark 2. In the following we will call equations (5) and (6) the unphysical Killing equations.
Observe that if gab extends smoothly across I , then the unphysical Killing equations are well
defined at the conformal boundary.
This leads to a natural question about the conditions for the existence of unphysical Killing






Then one has the following result:
Lemma 2. Any solution to the unphysical Killing equations satisfies the system
ξa +Ra







Rη = 0. (7b)
The proof of the above result follows by direct computation from (5) and (6).
Remark 3. The wave equations (7a) and (7b) are necessary conditions for a vector ξa to be an
unphysical Killing vector. However, not every solution to these equations is an unphysical Killing
vector. In this sense, a vector field satisfying (7a)-(7b) will be called a unphysical Killing vector
candidate.
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3.3 The unphysical Killing equation propagation system
The sufficient conditions are now discussed. It will be convenient to define the following zero-
quantities:
Sab ≡ ∇aξb +∇bξa − 2ηgab,
Sabc ≡ ∇aSab,
φ ≡ ξa∇aΞ− Ξη,
ψ ≡ ηs+ ξa∇as−∇aη∇aΞ,
Bab ≡ LξLab +∇a∇bη,
with Lξ denoting the Lie derivative along the direction of ξa. Recall that
LξLab = ξc∇cLab + Lcb∇aξc + Lac∇bξc.
In terms of these quantities, a lengthy computation leads to the following result proved in
[15]:
Lemma 3. Let ξa and η be a pair of fields satisfying equations (7a)-(7b). One then has that the
tensor fields
Sab, Sabc, φ, , ψ, Bab,
satisfy a closed system of homogeneous wave equations. Schematically one has that
Sab = Hab(S,B), (8a)
Sabc = Habc(S,B,∇S,∇B), (8b)
φ = H(φ, ψ, S), (8c)
ψ = K(φ, S,B, ψ,∇φ), (8d)
Bab = Kab(S,B,∇S,∇B,∇2S). (8e)
Remark 4. In what follows the system consisting of equations (7a)-(7b) together with (8a)-(8e)
will be called the unphysical Killing equation propagation system.
The homogeneity of the unphysical Killing equation evolution system (8a)-(8e) together with
the theory of initial-boundary value problems for systems of wave equations (see e.g. [2, 5])
suggests to consider a Dirichlet problem to ensure the existence of a solution to the unphysical
Killing vector equations. Let S? be an initial spacelike hypersurface. The conditions for the
problem are:
(i) Initial data
Sab = 0, Sabc = 0, φ = 0, ψ = 0, Bab = 0, (9a)
∇eSab = 0, ∇eSabc = 0, ∇eφ = 0, ∇eψ = 0, ∇eBab = 0, on S?; (9b)
(ii) (Dirichlet) boundary data
Sab = 0, Sabc = 0, φ = 0, ψ = 0, Bab = 0, on I .
If the above conditions are satisfied, the homogeneity of wave equations (8a)-(8e) guarantees
that the only solution of the system is the trivial one. This means, therefore, that the solution
to equations (7a)-(7b) will actually be an unphysical Killing vector.
Remark 5. Strictly speaking, the initial conditions require only the vanishing of the zero-
quantities and of their normal derivatives to the initial hypersurface. If these conditions hold
then the full covariant derivative of the zero-quantities vanish initially and conversely.
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4 The conformal constraint equations
In order to investigate conditions for the Dirichlet problem, we recall that the conformal Ein-
stein equations impose some restrictions on the conformal boundary. In this context a 3 + 1
decomposition arises as a natural approach to face the problem.
4.1 The 3 + 1 decomposition of the conformal field equations
Let H ⊂ M be a 3-dimensional hypersurface with normal vector na. The hypersurface K is
endowed with a metric kab
1 related to the spacetime one via:
kab = gab − εnanb,
where ε ≡ nana take either the value 1 if K is timelike or −1 if it is spacelike. The nilpotent
operator ka
b effectively projects spacetime objects into K. Moreover, it induces a decomposition
of the covariant derivative via the relation
∇a = kab∇b + εnanb∇b ≡ Da + εnaD.
Here, Da is the covariant derivative intrinsic to K which satisfies the metric compatibility condi-
tion Dakbc = 0, and D corresponds to the derivative in the normal direction. Additionally, the
intrinsic curvature associated to K, denoted by Kab, can be conveniently expressed in terms of
the acceleration ab ≡ nc∇cnb as
∇anb = Kab + naab.
The fields appearing in the conformal Einstein field equations can be naturally decomposed
using the projector ka
b. Relevant for the subsequent work, let
Σ, s, kab, θa, θab, dab, dabc, dabcd
denote, respectively, the pull-backs of
na∇aΞ, s, gab, nckadLcd, kackbdLcd, nbndkeakf cdabcd, nbkeakf ckgddabcd
to K.
Remark 6. The fields dab and dabc represent, respectively, the electric and magnetic parts of
the rescaled Weyl tensor dabcd with respect to the normal na. The following properties can be
verified:
da
a = 0, dab = dba, dabc = −dacb, d[abc] = 0.
4.2 The conformal constraint equations
When the Einstein field equations (3a)-(3e) are projected into an hypersurface K via kab the
result is a system known as the conformal constraint equations. In terms of the quantities defined
above, a long computation results in the system
DiDjΩ = −εΣKij − ΩLij + skij , (10a)
DiΣ = Ki
kDkΩ− ΩLi, (10b)
Dis = −εLiΣ− LikDkΩ, (10c)
DiLjk −DjLik = −εΣdkij +DlΩdlkij − ε(KikLj −KjkLi), (10d)








λ = 6Ωs− 3εΣ2 − 3DkΩDkΩ. (10h)
1In this work, intrinsic 3-dimensional objects will be regarded as living on the spacetime, so they will be denoted
using Latin indices.
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Additionally, these are supplemented by the conformal versions of the Codazzi-Mainardi and
Gauss-Codazzi equations which. These are, respectively:
DjKki −DkKji = Ωdijk + kijLk − kikLj , (11a)
















Here, lab is the 3–dimensional Schouten tensor, which is given in terms of the associated Ricci
tensor and scalar rab and r, respectively, by:




A detailed derivation of this equations, as well as a discussion about some of their properties, can
be found in [16]. In the following it will be shown that, under a gauge choice, this system enables
us to analyse the conformal boundary in a more manageable way.
4.2.1 The conformal constraints on I
Hereafter, ' will denote equality at the conformal boundary I . When the constraints (10a)-
(10h), along with (11a) and (11b) are evaluated on I —for which ε = 1—, they take a particularly
simple form as, by definition, the conformal factor identically vanishes. It follows that the con-
straint on I are:
s`ab ' ΣKab, (12a)
DaΣ ' 0, (12b)
Das ' −Σθa, (12c)
Daθbc −Dbθac ' −Σdcab + (Kbcθa −Kacθb), (12d)
Daθb −Dbθa ' Kacθbc −Kbcθac, (12e)
Dcdcab ' Kabdac −Kcadbc, (12f)
Dadab ' Kacdabc, (12g)
λ ' −3Σ2, (12h)
DbKac −DcKab ' `abθc − `acθb, (12i)












In [6], an approach to find a solution of the above system has been given. The main characteristic
of this method resides in considering s as a gauge quantity. Such result can be enunciated as
follows:
Proposition 4. Given a 3-dimensional Lorentzian metric `ab, a smooth function κ and a sym-
metric field dab satisfying `
abdab = 0 and D
adab = 0, then the following fields are a solution to






s ' κΣ, (13b)
Kab ' κ`ab, (13c)
θa ' −Daκ, (13d)




dabc ' −Σ−1yabc, (13f)
where yabc ≡ (Dblca −Dclba) is the Cotton tensor of the metric `.
It will be seen that, under a particular gauge, this result eases the interpretation of the
conditions imposed on the Killing vector candidate by the vanishing boundary data.
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5 Decomposition of the zero-quantities
The 3+1 decomposition as described in the previous section if also key to study the zero-quantities
associated to the Killing vector equation on a given hypersurface K. In this respect, let define
the following relevant quantities:
ζa, ζ, Sab, Sa, S, Sabc, Bab Ba, B
as the respective the pull-backs of the following projections of the Killing vector candidate ξa and


















The latter will allow us to decompose the various zero-quantities. In this way, one can sys-
tematically extract the consequences of the vanishing of the zero-quantities at both S? and I .
Remark 7. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the initial data for the wave equations (8a)-(8e) re-
quieres the vanishing of not only the zero-quantities at the initial hypersurface but also the
vanishing of their first order covariant derivatives. Given that we can decompose ∇a in terms of
intrinsic and normal operators, then if the zero-quantities vanish initially so will all their intrinsic
derivatives. Thus, the subsequent analysis only needs to consider normal derivatives.
5.1 Decomposition of φ and ψ
From their definitions, a straightforward decomposition of the zero-quantities φ and ψ and their
normal derivatives leads to the following expressions:
φ = ζaDaΞ + εζΣ− ηΞ, (14a)
na∇aφ = −ηΣ− ΞDη +DζaDaΞ + ζa(DaΣ−KacDcΞ) + ε(ζDΣ + ΣDζ), (14b)
and
ψ = ηs+ ζaDas+ εζDs−DaηDaΞ− εΣDη, (15a)
na∇aψ = ηDs+ sDη +DζaDas+ ζa(DaDs−KabDbs)−Daη(DaΣ−KabDbΞ)
−DaΞ(DaDη −KabDbη) + ε(ζD2s+DζDs−DΣDη − ΣD2η). (15b)
5.2 Decomposition of Sab and Bab and their derivatives
Before decomposing the remaining zero-quantities some observations will be made about the
redundancy of some of them. For this task their explicit decompositions will not be required but
expressions will be given in terms of functions which are homogeneous in some zero quantities;
this will be useful when imposing the vanishing initial-boundary data.
Lemma 4. The components of DSab, Bab as well as Sabc can be written as homogeneous functions
of Sab, DSab, Bab and DBab.
Proof. In the following, for ease of presentation, let f denote a generic homogeneous function of





∇bSaa = 0. (16)




nbDS = f(Sab, DaSbc, DSab). (17)
Here f is homogeneous in its arguments. Multiplying this equation by ka
b, an equation for
DSa is obtained. Similarly, multiplying equation (17) by nb we obtain an analogous expression for
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DS. Then, all the components of DSab can be computed. This in turns, enables us to determine
Sabc as, by definition, can be completely expressed in terms of DcSab and DSab.
In order to analyse the fields derived from Bab, consider equation (8a) which can be written
in a slightly more explicit way as:
D2Sab = −4εBab + f(Sab, ∇cSab, DcDdSab). (18)
As it is assumed that Bab is known on H, then one can solve for D2Sab from this last equation;
in particular, D2Saa can be computed. On the other hand, applying ∇c to (16), a lengthy but
direct decomposition leads to the following two relations:
D2Sa = f(Sab, ∇cSab), (19a)
εD2S −D2Saa = f(Sab, ∇cSab). (19b)
so we observe that the data on H enables us to obtain the components D2Sa and D2S. Then,
(18) implies that the components Ba and B can be computed.
Regarding the normal derivatives of Bab, we make use of the identity
∇aBba − 12∇bBa
a = Scd(∇cLbd − 12∇bL
cd),
whose validity is guaranteed by equations (7b) and (7a). Observe that its left hand side has the
same form as equation (16), while its right hand side is homogeneous on Sab —which is already
known. Then we conclude that DBa and DB are computable.
Finally, the normal derivative of Sabc can be analysed from its definition. Commuting deriva-
tives, a short calculation yields:
DSabc = Da(DSbc) + εnaD
2Sbc + f(Sab, ∇cSab).
Since it has been proved that all the terms are either computable or part of the given data, the
proof is complete.
Remark 8. Lemma 4 is valid either for a spacelike or timelike hypersurface, but given that it
assumes certain normal derivatives, it is naturally adapted to a spacelike one. If K is timelike,
then DSab plays the role of the only necessary component of Sabc, while DBab is not required.
In view of the previous result, the explicit form of the remaining independent data under a
decomposition on K is given by:
Sab = Daζb +Dbζa + 2εζKab − 2ηkab, (20a)
Sa = Dζa +Daζ − ζbKab, (20b)
S = 2Dζ − 2εη, (20c)
DSab = 2D(aDζb) − 2K(acD|c|ζb) + 2ζcDcKab − 2ζcD(aKb)c + 2εζDKab
+2εKabDζ − 2kabDη, (20d)
Bab = ζcDcθab + 2θc(aDb)ζc + 2εζK(acθb)c + 2εθ(aDb)ζ + εζDθab +DaDbη, (20e)







cζd) + 2Dθ(aDb)ζ + 2θ(aDb)Dζ − 2θ(aKb)cDcζ + 2ζD2θab
+2DζDθab +DaDbDη − 2K(aeDb)Deη −DeηDaKbe − neRaebdDbη. (20f)
6 Boundary analysis
The aim of this section is to discuss the explicit requirements a well-posed initial-boundary
problem with vanishing Dirichlet data impose on the conformal Killing vector candidate and
the related quantities. As a result of this analysis it will be shown that some components cannot
be freely chosen either on I .
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6.1 Zero-quantities on I
In this subsection we study the decomposition for the zero-quantities associated to the Dirichlet
boundary conditions for the Killing vector equation evolution system. As mentioned in Remark 8,
the independent data on I are given by φ, ψ, Sab, DSab and Bab. Evaluating equations (14a),
(15a) and (20a)-(20e) on I one obtains
φ ' Σζ, (21a)
ψ ' ηs+ ζaDas+ ζDs− ΣDη, (21b)
Sab ' Daζb +Dbζa + 2κζ`ab − 2η`ab, (21c)
Sa ' Daζ +Dζa − κζa, (21d)
S ' 2Dζ − 2η, (21e)
DSab = 2D(aDζb) − 2κD(aζb) + 2`abζcDcκ − 2ζ(aDb)κ + 2ζDKab
+2κ`abDζ − 2`abDη, (21f)
Bab = ζcDclab + 2lc(aDb)ζc + 2κζlab − 2D(aκDb)ζ + ζDθab +DaDbη. (21g)
Imposing Dirichlet vanishing data on I , equations (21a)-(21g) provide a number of conditions
for the fields and their derivatives on the conformal boundary. Using the definition of η and the
result of Proposition 4 it follows that the set of independent conditions is given by:
ζ ' 0, (22a)
Dζa ' κζa, (22b)
Daζb +Dbζa ' 2η`ab, (22c)
Dη ' ηκ + ζcDcκ, (22d)
Lζ lab +DaDbη ' 0. (22e)
Conversely, it is straightforward to check that equations (22a)-(22e) are sufficient to guarantee the
vanishing of the equations (21a)-(21g). The above discussion leads to the following proposition:
Proposition 5. Let (M, gab) be a conformal extension of an anti-de Sitter spacetime (M̃, g̃ab)
with timelike conformal boundary I . Let ξa be a conformal Killing vector field candidate and
φ, ψ, Sab, Bab and Sabc be the corresponding zero-quantities. Then, the equations (21a)-(21g)
vanish on if and only if the components ζa, ζ and η satisfy the conditions (22a)-(22e).
Remark 9. Equations (22a)-(22e) will be called the Killing boundary data. They acquire a
simpler form if one makes use of a gauge for which κ = 0.
6.2 Existence of the intrinsic conformal Killing vector
As stated in Proposition 5, one of the necessary conditions under which the set of zero-quantities
vanish on I is given by (22c) —i.e. the transversal component ζa of the conformal Killing vector
candidate has to be a conformal Killing vector with respect to the connection Da. In order to
guarantee the existence of a solution to this equation we consider an initial value problem on
I . Following the model of the spacetime problem, we construct a suitable wave equation for ζa.
More precisely, one has that
Lemma 5. Let ζa and η a pair of fields satisfying the conformal Killing equation (22c) and (22e)
on I . Then, it follows that
∆ζa ' −rabζb −Daη, (23a)




where ∆ ≡ `abDaDb is the D’Alambertian operator of the metric `ab.
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Proof. The result is readily obtained by applying Da to (22c) and taking the trace of (22e).
Remark 10. Given that this system of wave equations propagates η and ζa along the conformal
boundary, it must be provided with initial data at the corner ∂S = S? ∪ I , where S? ⊂ M is
some initial spacelike hypersurface.
To prove that a solution to these wave equations also solves the conformal Killing equation
on the boundary, a suitable system of wave equations for the corresponding 3-dimensional zero-
quantities has to be constructed. The desired relations are contained in the following lemma:
Lemma 6. Let Sab, Sabc and Bab be the projections of the zero-quantities into I . Assume that
there exist fields ζa and η on I satisfying the wave equations (23a) and (23b) in Lemma 5. Then,
one has that
∆Sab ' lbcSac + lacSbc − 2racbdScd − 2Bab
∆Seab ' recScab − 2rbdecScad − 2radecScbd − 12rSeab + rb
cSeac + racSebc − 2racbdSecd
+SbcDarec + SacDbrec − SbcDcrae − SacDcrbe + SbcDerac + SacDerbc
− 12SabDer − 2S
cdDeracbd − 2DeBab
∆Bab ' Oab + f(Bab, Sab, Sabc),
where
Oab ≡ LζDcyacb + 2ηDcyacb + 2Dcηy(acb) (25)
and f is a homogeneous function of its arguments.
Proof. The wave equations for Sab and Sabc are obtained by direct calculation. For the zero–
quantity Bab we have the two following identities:









−ddacΣDbζd − dbadΣDcζd +DcBab − ζdΣDddbac.
Applying the Da operator to the latter expression and then using the former one, as well as using
the Bianchi identities, one has that:
∆Bab ' 2ηΣDcdabc + ΣζeDeDcdabc − ΣdcabDcη + 2ΣdbacDcη + ΣDaζcDedcbe
+ΣDcζ
bDedac
e + f(Bab, Sab, Sabc)
' −LζDcyabc − 2ηDcyabc − 2Dcηyabc −Dcηycab + f(Bab, Sab, Sabc)
' LζDcyacb + 2ηDcyacb +Dcη(yacb + ybca) + f(Bab, Sab, Sabc).
Remark 11. The system of wave equations in the previous lemma is homogeneous in the zero
quantities Sab,Sabc and Bab as long as the obstruction tensor Oab vanishes identically on I .
Remark 12. If I is conformally flat, then the obstruction vanishes identically as yabc = 0.
Lemmas 5 and 6 lead to the following proposition:
Proposition 6. Let (M, gab) a conformal extension of an anti-de Sitter-like spacetime with
corner ∂S ≡ S? ∩I . Let ζa, η and yabc be vector fields on I with yabc having the symmetries of
the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor. Assume that Sab, Bab and Sabc vanish identically on ∂S.
Then ζa satisfies the unphysical conformal Killing equation on I if and only if Oab ' 0.
Remark 13. It should be stressed that the analysis carried out in the previous sections is con-
formally invariant. More precisely, if the unphysical Killing vector candidate is such that the
zero-quantities associated to the Killing equation conformal evolution system vanish for a partic-
ular conformal representation, then it follows that they will also vanish for any other conformal
representation. This follows from the conformal transformation properties for the zero-quantities
implied by the change of connection transformation formulae. From this observation it follows
also that the reduced Killing boundary conditions (22a)-(22e) have similar conformal invariance
properties.
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7 Initial data at ∂S
As mentioned in Remark 10, the system (23a)-(23b) must be complemented with data at ∂S,
that is to say, we have to bring into consideration the conditions implied by the zero quantities on
S? and make them consistent with the ones obtained from the boundary analysis in the previous
section. The main difference between this section and the preceding ones is the introduction of
an adapted system of coordinates suited for studying the corner conditions.
7.1 Set up
For simplicity, let us introduce a system of coordinates xµ = (x0, x1, xA) where x0 and x1 corre-
spond to the time and radial coordinates, respectively, while the caligraphic index A represents
angular coordinates. This system of coordinates is adapted to our problem in the sense that S?
and I are given by
S? = {p ∈M | x0 = 0} and I = {p ∈M | x1 = 0}.
The corner is determined then by the condition x0 = x1 = 0.
Let hab be the intrinsic metric on S? and ta be its the normal vector. As the hypersurface S?
is spacelike then tat
a = −1. For convenience, let use the symbol ˆ to denote quantities defined
on this hypersurface. Following this condition D̂a and D̂ denote, respectively, the intrinsic and
normal covariant derivatives on S?.
Once coordinates have been introduced, the metrics can be written explicitly in terms of the
lapse and shift functions. Adopting a Gaussian gauge, the metrics on S? and I take, respectively,
the form
g|S? = −dx0 ⊗ dx0 + hγδdxγ ⊗ dxδ, (γ, δ = 1, 2, 3) (28a)
g ' dx1 ⊗ dx1 + `ijdxi ⊗ dxj (i, j = 0, 2, 3). (28b)
From here, we find that the non-zero components of the metric at the corner ∂S are:
g00 = `00 = −1, g11 = h11 = 1, gAB = hAB = `AB.
7.2 Corner conditions
As noticed in Remark 10, the wave equations (23a) and (23b) require suitable initial data at ∂S.
These are naturally provided by the conditions the initial data impose on η, ζa and their first
derivatives along the conformal boundary. Here we describe how such conditions can be obtained.
Let ζ̂a and ζ̂ denote, respectively, the pull-backs of ha
bξb and t
aξa into S?. Although this
decomposition with respect to hab is clearly different from the one performed on the conformal
boundary we can observe that, when expressed in the adapted coordinates xµ, the following
identities hold at the corner:
ζ̂1 = ζ = 0, ζ̂ = ζ0, ζ̂A = ζA.
In this way, the angular components ζA on I are fixed by the initial data. Similarly, if one requires
the conformal factor Ξ to have continuous first derivatives, it follows then that the conditions
∂̂0Ξ = ∂0Ξ = 0, ∂̂1Ξ = ∂1Ξ = Σ, ∂̂AΞ = ∂AΞ = 0.
must be satisfied at ∂S.
A straightforward calculation shows that equations (14a)-(15b) provide with no relevant in-
formation. On the other hand, expression (20c) takes the form η = −∂0ζ0, where η is given once
the equations on the initial hypersurface have been solved. An inspection of the zero-quantities
on S? suggests that some pieces of the corner data are free. In particular, ∂0η can be solved from
(20d) if ζ0 is specified while equations (20a) and (20b) constraint the angular and time derivatives
of ζi at ∂S.
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8 Conclusions
Once the conditions for the existence of a conformal Killing vector on I have been established,
we can link Proposition 6 to the initial-boundary problem in the spacetime via Lemmas 2 and 3.
The main result of this work can be formulated as follows:
Theorem 1. Let (M, g) a conformal extension of an anti de Sitter-like spacetime with conformal
boundary I . Let S? ⊂M be a spacelike hypersurface intersecting I at ∂S. Let ξa? and η? satisfy
the conformal KID equations (9a) and (9b) on S?. Let ζa and η be the fields obtained from solving
the wave equations (23a) and (23b) with initial data given by the restriction of ξa? and η? to ∂S.
Assume further that the obstruction tensor Oab constructed from `ab, η and ζa and defined by
equation (25) vanishes. Then the Killing vector candidate ξa obtained from solving equations (7a)
and (7b) with initial data ξa?, η? and boundary data ζa, η pull-backs to a Killing vector ξ̃a.
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